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About This Game

FINGER-FLIPPIN’, POWERFUL PINBALL!

No room for a pinball machine? So what! With DREAM PINBALL 3D you can transform your PC or console into 6 different,
multilevel, 3D pinball machines!

Clever gameplay, plus balls made of different materials – and each material has special ballistic properties that affect how those
balls roll! A cutting edge engine gets the best out of this classic game’s optics and acoustics, including state-of-art particle
technology, HDR and multiplayer 3D sound – and you get true pinball feeling, with a visible tilt function and the fantastic

“Motion Blur” effect!

Hook factor guaranteed!

KEY FEATURES:
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6 pinball machines with different themes: Knight Tournament, Monstercastle, Underwater World, Dino Wars, Spinning
Rotors AND the “Fantasy” pinball machine, linked to “Two Worlds”!

Balls made of 6 different materials - steel, ivory, oak, walnut, marble and gold, all with different ballistic properties!

Multiball feature with 3 balls and 7different camera positions!

State-of-the-art Particle and Motion Blur effects and brilliant lighting effects thanks to latest HDR technology

Individual sound effects, with speech recordings and music for every pinball machine

Multiplayer mode for up to 4 pinballers
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Title: Dream Pinball 3D
Genre: Casual, Simulation
Developer:
ASK Homework
Publisher:
Topware Interactive ACE
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2 / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:2.0 GHz Single Core

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:Shader 1.3 graphics card with 128 MB

Hard Drive:900 MB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Internet connection is needed to upload highscore

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Hungarian,Czech
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This game is ported from a mobile version, and it shows.

The HOG scenes have been chopped off and the bottom of the scenes is missing.
So it means that at some point you will have to click at random on the bottom on the screen hoping there is something hidden
there..

The controls are also a bit clunky.

It's ok for the price, but I cannot recommend here compared to other HOGs. Pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥game. Only reason I own it is that
it came inside the Humble Bundle (which thankfully included far superior games like VVVVVV, Cogs, and And Yet It Moves).
Not big surprise. pretty game but gets boring. Just the fun to be had is well worth the price.. HELP MY PEE PEE WONT GO
DOWN!!!!!. okay so I think this is actually a good quick use tool to reinforce your learning of Japanese.

its no good for anyone not wanting to commit any time to learning, and I would NOT recommend this game to anyone that isnt
using other means to learn the language as this is only good as an exercise tool to test your progress with.

Pros

comes with charts - so you can use the charts to memorise the characters and get them in your head, then use the game modes to
test that youve memorised your sheeeeet.

Has Hiragana which is the basic of japanese language learning, Katakana is also included; you can progress through the written
languages, Hiragana, into Katakana, and finally Kanji.

I havent started the Kanji yet but it claims to have the standard level 1000+ characters. Its a tool that will help me if i keep at it.

Cons

no sound - there are no pronounciation sounds for the characters (hiragana/katakana) so you cant use this game on its own to
learn the language unless you find another resource to teach you pronounciation.

doesnt / will not - teach grammar, this is just a character learning tool, you wont be able to construct sentences without learning
from another source.
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STROKE ORDER - this game will not teach you stroke order, this does not seem important to us none Japanese people,
however the Japanese are very passionate about perfection when it comes to writing, and as a result they have a specific stroke
order for how they write out their characters (Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji). only using this tool alone could result in developing
bad habbits when writing out these characters.

This game is best thought of as Find Walley. Depending on how well you know your Japanese characters you will either find
this game easy or struggle. Hence you have to learn from other sources.

final note; I dont like how the Kanji learning section is, feels messy and poorly structured.

OVERALL
OVERALL I RECOMMEND THIS GAME.. The game locks up when my controller is plugged in. That aside, it's quite a fun
game, wish the developers would support it. Difficult to reccomend.
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Turn based RPG with tons of large, sprawling areas to explore. Starts out a bit hard in the first third of the game, but slowly gets
ridiculously easy towards the end if you made a heavy armor fighter murder machine (with a bit of buff spells on the side), like
I did. This game reminds me a bit of Diablo I, and Divine Divinity, but turn based.

The combat, for being turn based, actually goes rather fast. You take 1 turn attacking, moving, casting a spell, or using an item,
etc. Then all enemies essentially take their turn all at the same time. If you're hasted via a potion or haste spell, you can take one
additional action before the enemy acts. So if you're like me, and love a lot of turn based games, but
hate it when the enemy takes eons to take their turn, then this is the game for you.

There is no full map to bring up (except for the world map you get from innkeepers), however a small automap on the right side
is visible at all times, and will not function unless you have at least one point in the cartography skill. Would be pretty interesting
to play this with no map whatsoever.

Unfortunately this game has Underrail syndrome, in which you can't run anywhere, but have to walk on the slow♥♥♥♥♥grid
world, while this is fine when exploring new areas, it's kind of a slow pain to traverse older explored areas without using fast
travel or user made portals, which essentially work like the Mark/Recall spells from Morrowind. At first, you can't fast travel
anywhere, until you interact with a signpost in towns and certain areas.. One would think an infinitely stretchy arm would make
life easier.. There's a pros and cons. And I can only see the cons.. LOVE IT! mesmerizing gameplay while listening to awesome
music!
Best arcade bullet hell-ish shooter I've ever played!. elves aventure. 1 legs add speed
2 legs add more speed
7 Legs add max speed

Massive legs strat to win the game :)

Only 4,99$ / 2,5$(while discount) this is more than you can expect & multiplayer tooo
Must have it (specially when discount). Fun for a minute but definitely not worth the $90 I dropped on it. Online community has
gone dark, single player is unfulfilling and downright boring, has significantly less content than previous games, and what
content is missing is being sold to players as DLC. You can easily unlock every equippable cosmetic item in the game within 10
minutes of playing.

The game itself is a poorly-made PC port in that the application is well known to corrupt people's save files, launch with error
codes or simply not launch at all.

All that said, if you want to play a game with customizable characters and nostalgic Soul Calibur gameplay, then this game
might be worth maybe $25... If you include all the DLC.. I really have only myself to blame. I thought maybe it was early
access, nope. 0/10 wouldn't waste the 50 cents again.
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